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ABSTRACT Focus stacking is a promising computational technique to extend depth of field by fusing
images focused at different focal planes. However, existing focus stacking methods could not cope with
the blurring-effect problem produced in structural edges, where depth values change abruptly. In this work,
we firstly extract structural edges robustly by designing Des(depthmap-based extraction of structural edges)-
ResNet. Then we propose a novel convolutional neural network (BEF-CNN) to restore blurring-effect-free
image patches in order to enhance all-in-focus performance. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
work to utilize CNN to generate all-in-focus image directly instead of pixel-to-pixel correspondence with
depthmap. Experimental results validate that our proposed algorithm has achieved best all-in-focus image
while keeping the accuracy of depthmap.

INDEX TERMS All-in-focus, focal stack, Des-ResNet, BEF-CNN, structural edge.

I. INTRODUCTION

In general photography, optical lenses focus on a specific
depth plane and leave other regions blurred by various scales.
With the development of digital imaging technique, focus
stacking, as an extended depth of field (EDOF) manner,
has drawn more and more attentions of researchers [1]–[4].
It captures focal stack composed of a group of images focused
at various depth planes and fuses them into an all-in-focus
image.
Focus stacking could be divided into 2 different categories:

transform-basedmethod and depth-estimation-basedmethod.
In the first category, source RGB images are converted to
certain feature domains, then the final all-in-focus image
is reconstructed by the inverse transformation of the fused
corresponding coefficients [5]–[11]. However, these meth-
ods are unstable and sensitive to fluctuation of transform
coefficients. In depth-estimated-based methods [12], [13],
[13], [14], the fusion is done in spatial domain. Researchers
extract depth values of image edges by comparing various
sharpness measurements. Then they propagate depth values
from sparse edge positions to all pixels in the image and
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construct a dense depthmap. At last, all-in-focus image is
fused by extracting pixel intensities from focal stack pixel-
by-pixel correspondence to depthmap. So most researchers
considered improving accuracy of depthmap to refine the all-
in-focus image. Some researchers designed robust gradient
measurements to extract depth values of edge points accu-
rately and optimized propagation methods of final depthmap.
Others treated the depthmap estimation as an image segmen-
tation problem and proposed solutions based on deep learning
(eg. CNN). However, all the methods above overlooked the
blurring-effect problem produced in structural edges where
depth values change abruptly. Even if depthmap is estimated
accurately, the pixel-to-pixel correspondence between all-in-
focus image and depthmap would reserve blurring effects on
structural edges and degrade the performance of all-in-focus
image.

In this paper, a novel depth-estimation-based method is
proposed for focus stacking with two main contributions.
Firstly, we design a residual network to extract structural
edges robustly and call it Des-ResNet (depth-based extraction
of structural edges). Here structural edge is defined as edge
point at boundary of different depth planes, same as the defi-
nition in [15]. These structural edges are then utilized to prop-
agate the accurate entire depthmap. Secondly, we propose
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BEF-CNN to remove blurring-effects of all structural edges
and refine all-in-focus image. To the best of our knowledge,
it is the first work to utilize CNN to generate all-in-focus RGB
images directly instead of pixel-to-pixel correspondence with
depthmap. Extensive experiments show that our method has
achieved higher all-in-focus performance than state-of-the-
art methods.
A preliminary version of this paper is presented in [16].

This paper extends the preliminary work in several aspects:
(1) A more extensive survey on related work is provided,
including focus stacking and CNN for depth segmentation.
(2) we design Des-ResNet in order to extract structural edges
robustly. (3) We optimize the extraction of patch as input
of BEF-CNN in order to guarantee sharpness of extracted
patches as much as possible. (4) The visual performance of
our method is compared with other state-of-the-art methods.
Advantages of our modules for all-in-focus fusion are also
discussed in detail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work

is introduced in detail in Section II. The blurring-effect prob-
lem is produced detailedly in Section III. Section IV depicts
the approach of our work in detail, including Des-ResNet and
BEF-CNN. In Section V, extensive experiments certify the
effectiveness and robustness of our proposedmethod. Finally,
we conclude our work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we review the related work, which includes
focus stacking and CNN for depth segmentation.

A. FOCUS STACKING

Focus stacking is the technique of fusing sharpest pixels
into a single all-in-focus image and could be divided into
2 categories: transform- domain-based methods and depth-
estimation methods.
In transform-domain-based methods, Forster et al. [5]

proposed a complex wavelet method to extend DOF of
microscopy images. Haghighat et al. [6] presented an
approach for fusion of multi-focus images based on vari-
ance calculated in discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain.
Sroubek, Redondo et al. [7], [8] fused the decomposed
discrete wavelet transform(DWT) coefficients to get the
all-in-focus image. Dense scale invariant feature transform
(DSIFT) [9] was utilized for the activity level measurement to
fuse multi-focus images. Kuthirummal et al. [10] presented
Focal Sweep Imaging (FSI) to extend the DOF with 2D
deconvolution, where the sensor moved along the optical axis
during one exposure. Llavador et al. [11] extended the FSI
to generate large depth-of-field integral microscopic images
with liquid lens. These transform-domain-based methods are
usually unstable, complicated and even sensitive to tiny per-
turbation of transform coefficients.
In depth-estimation-based methods, most researchers

focused on improving accuracy of depthmap. Aguet et al. [12]
estimated the all-in-focus image with a model based 2.5D
deconvolution method. Suwajanakorn et al. [13] regarded the

depthmap fusing problem as a multi-label MRF optimization
problem on a regular 4-connect grid given a sharpness mea-
surement, and defined the pairwise energy as total variation of
gradients of neighboring pixels. M. Seitz. introduced the first
depth from focus (DFF) method capable of computing depth
and all-in-focus from mobile phones and other hand-held
cameras [13]. Wang et al. [14] proposed directional-max-
gradient flow and iterative-labeled Laplacian depth propaga-
tion method to extract true depth values for edge points to
refine depthmap as well as all-in-focus image. However, all
these methods fused the all-in-focus image by pixel-to-pixel
correspondence with the depthmap and could not remove
blurring effect problems occurred on structural edges.

B. CNN FOR DEPTH SEGMENTATION

Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) is a typical deep learn-
ing model, which attempts to learn a hierarchical represen-
tation of a single image with different levels of abstraction.
It is generally used in multi-focus image fusion to estimate
the decision map or defocus map. Liu et al. [17] proposed
a deep CNN network to learn a direct mapping between
source images and focus map, whose edges are calculated
with pixel-wise weighted-average rule. Tang et al. [18] pro-
posed a pixel-wise convolutional neural network (p-CNN)
to recognize focused and defocused pixels in source images
from neighbourhood information. It could be thought of
as a learned focus measure(FM) and provided more effi-
ciency than conventional handcrafted FMs. Du and Gao [19]
achieved depthmap segmentation through amulti-scale CNN.
They performed a multi-scale analysis on each input image
to derive the respective feature maps on region boundaries
between focused and defocused regions. However, in all these
methods, although depthmap is aimed to be estimated accu-
rately, structural edges where depth values change sharply
would reserve image blurring effects and degrade the perfor-
mance of all-in-focus image.

III. BLURRING-EFFECT PROBLEM

In this section, we formulate blurring-effect problem.
Structural edge is defined as boundary of two different

depth planes in this paper. So based on the fact that nearer
objects shelter farther objects, when the farther plane is
focused, the object at the nearer depth plane is defocused and
its blur kernel would propagate and interfere the sharp texture
at the farther plane. This phenomenon is called as blurring-
effect, which blurs farther plane’s sharp texture near structural
edges.
Fig. 1 explains the production of blurring-effect. Fig. 1(a)

and Fig. 1(b) present pixel intensities of same structural edge
from two different images of focal stack while Fig. 1(c) is
the depth groundtruth. Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) are respectively
focused on farther depth plane (blue) and nearer depth plane
(red). We use black bounding box to highlight the region
of farther plane near structural edge, where blurring-effect
happens. When the nearer plane is focused, the sharp texture
in the bounding box is blurred due to defocusing shown
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FIGURE 1. Blurring-effect is produced in farther plane near structural
edge and is reserved by pixel-by-pixel all-in-focus fusion based on
depthmap. Our method removes blurring-effect to improve all-in-focus
performance (a) stack 1. (b) stack 2. (c)depthmap groundtruth
(d) pixel-by-pixel fused patch. (e)blurring-effect-free patch generated
with our method (f) all-in-focus groundtruth.

as Fig. 1(b). When the farther plane is focused, however,
the blurred pixels from red nearer plane interfere the clear
texture and make the region of the black box blurred purple.
Therefore, structural edges’ surrounding farther pixels have
no sharp and clear texture in the entire focal stack.
In traditional depth-estimation-based methods, the all-in-

focus imageFI is reconstructed based on depthmap following
the equation below.

FI (x, y) = Id(x,y)(x, y), (1)

where x and y are coordinates of pixel, d(x, y) is depthmap of
pixel (x, y) and Id(x,y) represents the d(x, y)-th image in the
focal stack.

Since the all-in-focus image is reconstructed by pixel-to-
pixel correspondence to depthmap, the blurred pixels near
structural edges are all reserved and they degrade the perfor-
mance of all-in-focus image. Fig. 1(d) shows the fused patch,
where purple artifacts near the structural edge are all reserved.
The blurring-effect-free patch generated by our method is

displayed in Fig. 1(e), which removes purple noises in the
black bounding box and gets better all-in-focus performance.
Fig. 1(f) displays the all-in-focus groundtruth image, whose
obtaining process would be described in Section V-A.

IV. APPROACH

As shown in Fig. 2, our hierarchical framework consists of
two modules: depthmap estimation based on structural edges
extracted by Des-ResNet, and all-in-focus image fusion by
BEF-CNN.

Firstly, we utilize max-gradient flow (MGF) to extract
depth values of source points in the focal stack and estimate
initial dense depthmap d ′ with traditional Laplacian opti-
mization. We propose Des-ResNet utilizing this depthmap to
classify source points as structural edges and texture edges.
Here structural edge is source point at boundary of different
depth planes and texture edge is source point nearly on the
same depth plane. Then the dense depthmap d is refined
with labeled-Laplacian optimization and behaves sharp at
structural edges while smooth at texture edges. Initialized
all-in-focus image suffering from blurring effects is also
generated by pixel-to-pixel correspondence with depthmap d .
Secondly, we extract image patches around each structural
edge and propose BEF-CNN to fuse blurring-effect-free
patches, whose details are described further in Section IV-B.
Finally, we utilize output of our BEF-CNN as replacement of
image patches around corresponding regions from initialized
all-in-focus image to remove blurring effects. In this way, our
whole framework gets accurate depthmap and high-quality
all-in-focus image at the same time.

A. DEPTHMAP GENERATION WITH RESNET

In this section, we introduce how to generate accurate
depthmap and extract structural edges robustly with
Des-ResNet.

1) MAX-GRADIENT FLOW

We utilize max-gradient flow referring to [20] to extract valid
depth values of image edges. Firstly a max-gradient image
MGwhose pixels record maximum gradient values across the

FIGURE 2. The framework of our work.
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focal stack is constructed following Eq. (2).

MG(x, y) = max
i
Gi(x, y), (2)

where Gi(x, y) is the gradient of pixel Ii(x, y) captured at
depth position i. Then the max-gradient flow is constructed
by calculating gradients of the max-gradient image along
x-axis and y-axis following Eq. (3):

MGF(x, y) =







MG(x + 1x, y) −MG(x, y)

1x
MG(x, y+ 1y) −MG(x, y)

1y






, (3)

where 1x and 1y denote the increment of pixel coordinate
along x-axis and y-axis respectively. This flow models prop-
agation of image edges’ gradients and chooses edge points
which satisfy Eq. (4) as source points whose depth values are
valid. Then the depth values d̃ of source points are calculated
as Eq. (5), where n is the image number focal stack contains.

∇ ·MGF(x, y) > 0. (4)

d̃(x, y) = argmax
j∈[1,n]

Gj(x, y). (5)

Readers are referred to our previous work [20] for more
detailed definition and its satisfying performance of estimat-
ing depth values of edge points.

2) LABELED-LAPLACIAN DEPTHMAP GENERATION

After calculating depth values of source points, we describe
how to propagate depth values to all pixels and construct
dense depthmap d .
Like the method in our previous work [14], the depth prop-

agation problem is formulated as minimizing the following
cost energy

E(d) = dTLd + λ(d − d̂)
T
D(d − d̂), (6)

where D is diagonal matrix whose element D(i, j) = 1 if
pixel i has valid depth value d̂(i, j) > 0. The scalar λ controls
the balance between smoothness of depth propagation and the
fidelity of source points. d is the depthmap we want and L is
the labeled-Laplacian matrix defined as follows:

L(i, j) =
∑

k|(i,j)∈ωk

(δij −
1

|ωk |
(1 + (Ii − χ (i, k))T

× (6k +
ε

|ωk |
U3)

−1(Ij − χ (j, k)))), (7)

where

χ (i, k) = (1 − 5i)Ii + 5iµk . (8)

Here δij is the Kroecker delta, U3 is identity matrix and ωk is
a small window covering pixels i and j. µk and 6k are mean
vector and covariance matrix of guided image I in ωk .
We classify source points into structural edges (5i = 1)

and texture edges (5i = 0), then propagate the depth values
of these two kinds of edges differently. Here the classification
is realized byDes-ResNet, whichwould be explained in detail

in following Section IV-A3. If pixel i belongs to structural
edge, the depth boundary should be aligned with intensity
edge, and the similarity L(i, j) between i and its neighbouring
pixel j is calculated from mean and covariance matrix of
colors in ωk in order to reserve sharp depth boundary at
structural edges. If pixel i is texture edge, we have χ (i, k) = Ii
to force pixels in the patch ωk have same color. In this
way, we guarantee accuracy of depthmap by smoothing depth
values at texture edges and reserving depth sharpness at
structural edges. Specially, if we regard all source points as
structural edges, the depth propagation is strongly dependent
of colored texture of guided image and Eq. (7) degenerate into
traditional Laplacian optimization [21]. Even though it guar-
antees depth sharpness of structural edges, it also reserves
depth variation noises at texture edges whose depth values
should keep constant. So we should refine the depthmap by
extracting structural edges, which directly influences accu-
racy of depthmap propagation.

3) DES-RESNET BASED STRUCTURAL EDGES EXTRACTION

Herewe introduce how to extract structural edges from source
points with Des-ResNet.

Based on the definition that structural edge is the boundary
of two different depth planes while texture edges does not
influence depth values, depthmap around edges could be seen
as features to distinguish these two kinds of edges. Here we
utilize depthmap d ′ propagated from source points with tra-
ditional Laplacian optimization in order to reserve sharpness
of structural edges’ depthmap and increase representativeness
of our network.

We formulate (2N+1)×(2N+1) sized patch region p cen-
tered with source point i. We then extract initial depthmap d ′

of patch p as d ′
p and subtract it with initial depth value of

source point i to construct the (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) sized
feature ξ as standardization following Eq. 9.

ξ (l) = d ′
p(l) − d ′(i), (9)

where l is local pixel in the extracted patch region p. Since
the extracted patch feature ξ depicts depth variation around
source point, it should be utilized as inputs of the network.

The structure of our proposed Des-ResNet is shown
in Fig. 3, Our network is composed of 1 convolutional layer,
2 resnet layers and 1 full-connected layer. The two residual
layers includes 3 convolutional layers with 3 × 3 filters.
Max-pooling is executed in order to decrease the number
of parameters. At last, the network outputs probability of
classifying as structural edges and texture edges. The patch
with red bounding box is labeled as structural edge while the
black patch is classified as texture edge. The experiment in
Section V shows the result of our structural edge extraction
and its advantage over other method in [14].

Finally, with the classification result of structural edges
and texture edges, we utilize Eq. (7) to propagate the final
accurate depthmap d . Initialized all-in-focus image FI ′ is
also reconstructed by pixel-to-pixel correspondence with d
following Eq. (1).
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FIGURE 3. The framework of our Des-ResNet.

B. BEF-CNN

After structural edges are extracted robustly, in this section,
we introduce structure of our BEF-CNN to remove blurring-
effects produced on structural edges of initialized all-in-focus
image in detail.

1) INPUT EXTRACTION

Based on the assumption that small patch around each
structural edges contains only two different depth planes,
we extract depthmap of patch region p around structural edge
as dp and classify it into 2 categories sA and sB with K-means
(K=2). Here we use clustering centers A and B as respective
depth values of these two planes.
Although pixel-to-pixel correspondence between depthmap

and all-in-focus produces noises, information about sharp
texture of dual planes should be concluded from images of
the focal stack. So it is reasonable to inspect pixel intensities
in patch region around each structural edge point when it is
focused in respective depth planes. For structural edge point i,
for example, we obtain (2N + 1) × (2N + 1) sized image
patches pA and pB, which records intensity values of patch
region p in focal stack images IA and IB.
These two patches depict sharp objects focused on two

depth planes, so they choose all sharp texture when patch p
is strictly dual-classified. However, when depth values of
the patch is diverse and complicated, some pixels belonging
to sA might have large depth deviation from A and might
produce many defocused blurs on patch pA. Since inputs of
our BEF-CNN aim to reserve sharp texture of both depth
planes as much as possible, we extract image patches as
network inputs following:

p′
AB(i) = pd(i)(i),

p′
A(i) = pd(i)(i)δ(i ∈ sA) + pA(i)δ(i ∈ sB),

p′
B(i) = pd(i)(i)δ(i ∈ sB) + pB(i)δ(i ∈ sA) (10)

where d(i) is the depthmap value of pixel i. Here p′
A and p′

B

record sharp pixels belonging to sA and sB respectively, and
p′
AB is pixel-to-pixel fused based on depthmap.

We choose p′
A as an example to explain the process of

input patch combination.When pixel i belongs to sA, patch p′
A

chooses sharp pixels from whole focal stack instead of only
two images. In this way, pixels belonging to sA are all
focused in p′

A. On the other hand, when pixel i belongs to sB,
p′
A(i) should be blurred. So we choose intensity value from pA
because tiny depth perturbation would not affect intensities of
originally defocused pixels.

There are two advantages of our input patches: Firstly,
these patches are fused according to depthmap, so they reflect
edge shape and depth differences, the two main factors of
blurring-effects in structural edges. Secondly, since p′

A and p
′
B

include sharpest pixels of sA and sB respectively, our net-
work is also suitable for occasions where structural edges
are not strictly dual-classified. Fig. 4 shows the performance
of our patch extraction. Even though some pixels (orange
in Fig. 4(a)) belonging to sA have slight depth differences
and behave blurred in pA(Fig. 4(b)), they still keep sharp and
clear in our input patch p′

A. Therefore, our fusion method
guarantees sharpness in focused regions of extracted patches
as much as possible.

FIGURE 4. our patch combination process reserve more sharp texture in
BEF-CNN’s input patches (a) depthmap. (b) pA. (c)p′

A
.

2) NETWORK STRUCTURE DESIGN

Overall architecture of our proposed BEF-CNN is shown
in Fig. 5. The proposed BEF-CNN has three convolutional
layers, and the generation process of each convolutional
layer Hi could be described as follows:

Hi = f (Hi−1 ⊗Wi + bi), (11)
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FIGURE 5. Network architecture of proposed BEF-CNN.

FIGURE 6. All-in-focus performance of ‘museum’ dataset. Our method removes blurring-effects at structural edges and reserves more sharp texture
near the edge than other methods (a) groundtruth. (b) our method. (c) DMGF-based. (d) DWT-based. (e) DCNN.

where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation, Wi is the con-
volutional kernel and bi is the bias. In this work, f () is the
non-linear ReLU activation function.
Firstly, we extract three RGB patches pA, pB and pAB

following Eq. (10) in the last section and concate them into
a 9-channel patch. The first and second convolutional layers
obtain 128 and 32 feature maps respectively by 7 × 7 and
3 × 3 sized kernel filter. The kernel sizes are set to cover the
propagation regions of structural edges entirely. The last layer
obtains the final blurring-effect-free RGB patches with the
kernel size of 5 × 5. It’s possible to add more convolutional
layers to increase the non-linearity. But this would increase
the complexity of the model and demand more training time.
Finally, we utilize outputs of BEF-CNN as replacement

of image patches around corresponding regions from initial-
ized all-in-focus image to remove blurring effects. Since we
extract patch region centered with each structural edge, this
replacement improves the quality of structural edges while
maintaining the all-in-focus performance of texture edges.
Further, the blurring-effect occurs in the center portion of
extracted patch, and it barely influences the pixel intensities
at patch’s borders. In this way, the discontinuity in fusion
process has little influence on our fusion method and could
be neglected.

It should be noted that our method is based on the assump-
tion of focal stack’s densely-capturing. Section V-E would
discuss it in detail.

V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we present the experimental performance
of our proposed method. In Section V-A, we introduce the
datasets used in our experiments. We explain our training
process in detail in Section V-B. Section V-C evaluates the
overall performance of our proposed method with state-of-
the-art methods on synthesized data. In section V-D, we ana-
lyze the advantages of two proposed modules: Des-ResNet
and BEF-CNN in detail respectively. In the last Section V-E,
we discuss the limitation of our method and expect the future
research work.

A. SETUP

In this work, we use synthesized focal stack to evalu-
ate our performance. This focal stack is constructed by
light field data taken from Training set of 4D Light Field
Benchmark [22]. The dataset has light field data sampled
with 9 × 9 angular resolution and depthmap groundtruth
of 20 different scenes. Following the discrete projection
relationship between focal stack imaging and sub-aperture
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image of 4D light field based on discrete refocusing equation
formulated in [23], each focal stack dataset is constructed by
light field dataset and is composed of 49 512 × 512 sized
images while central view of light field data in each scene
is utilized as corresponding all-in-focus groundtruth. Since
black boundaries around images are produced in the focal
stack construction process, we exclude the black boundaries
(5 to 10 pixel-widths) during all-in-focus performance mea-
surement.

B. TRAINING

There are two different networks in our work, so we introduce
their training process respectively.

For Des-ResNet, We firstly extract source edge points with
max-gradient flow. Then we do edge detection of groundtruth
depthmapwith Sobel operator. Source points with large Sobel
gradients are labeled as structural points. The other source
points are labeled as texture edges. Also, the input patches of
Des-ResNet is extracted from groundtruth depthmap.

For BEF-CNN, wemainly extract RGB values of structural
edges’ surrounding patches as network inputs following the
Eq. (1) and Eq. (10) with groundtruth depthmap. Meanwhile,
the network output is composed of image patches extracted
from groundtruth all-in-focus image.

Since extracted patch region should cover depth variation
in Des-ResNet and propagation of blurring effect at structural
edges in BEF-CNN, we choose N = 13 and make the
patch size 27 × 27 in this paper. There are lots of overlap-
ping regions between adjacent patches, so we extract image
patches every 5 structural edge points for training to decrease
the repetition of training set. To avoid the repetition between
training set and testing set, we apply n-fold (n = 20) crossing
validation by choosing structural patches from one group of
focal stack for testing while others for training.

C. OVERALL PERFORMANCE

In this section, we compare our method(BEF-CNN-v2)
with DWT-based method [8], DCNN-based method [17],
DMGF-based method [14] and our previous BEF-CNN-
based method [16] (BEF-CNN-v1) as baseline work. The
DCNN-based method is designed mainly for two-images-
fusion problem. To deal with focus stacking which contains
more than two multi-focus images, we fuse them one by one
in series following the author’s advice.

Table 1 shows the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) values
of reconstructed all-in-focus image with different methods.
It also shows the area ratio that extracted patches of struc-
tural edges occupy in an entire image as ratio(%) displayed
in Table 1. Since blurring-effect occurs at structural edges,
the area ratio determines the extent of removed blurring-
effect and influences the final all-in-focus performance.
Generally, the more accurate the structural edges are
extracted, the more blurring-effects are removed and the
better all-in-focus images are obtained.

From Table 1, our two versions of BEF-CNN method get
higher all-in-focus performance than other methods since

TABLE 1. PSNR (dB) of different methods on synthesized data.

BEF-CNN is effective to remove blurring-effects occurred at
structural edges. Although patches of structural edges cover
16% and 23.9% entire area of a single image respectively,
our two BEF-CNN methods improve averagely 0.72dB and
0.95dB PSNR than other state-of-the-art methods. Compared
with our BEF-CNN-v1 method, the updated BEF-CNN-v2
designs Des-ResNet to improve extraction of structural edges
and it finds 7.9% more are of true structural edges’ patches
and gets 0.23dB higher PSNR of all-in-focus image.

Table 2 shows the Feature Similarity(FSIM) values of
reconstructed all-in-focus image with different methods.
Although the FSIM scores are similar, our method still
behaves better all-in-focus performance than state-of-the-art
methods.

TABLE 2. FSIM of different methods on synthesized data.
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FIGURE 7. Depthmap comparison with other methods. Our Des-ResNet extracts more structural edges and better depthmap (a) scene (b) our
structural edge (c) DMGF-based’s structural edge (d) our depthmap (e) DMGF-based’s depthmap.

Fig. 6 shows the visual performances of all-in-focus
images of dataset ‘museum’ and its three different patches at
structural edges. Our method has the best visual performance
since it reserves most sharp textures and removes blurring
effects at structural edges. For DWT-based method, some
objects are mistakenly blurred and some false colors are
produced in Fig. 6(d) due to its unstability. DCNN-based
method leaves out sharp texture near structural edges because
its depthmap generated from CNN network has unclear
boundaries between different depth planes.Method of DMGF
reserves sharp textures, but pixels near structural edges are
noised by propagated blurred edges due to blurring-effect
problems.

D. MODULE ANALYSIS

In this module, we mainly analyze the advantage of our
main two modules. Firstly, we show how proposed Des-
ResNet extract structural edges and compare depthmap with
other state-of-the-art depth-estimation method. Secondly,
we discuss how BEF-CNN removes blurring effects and
refine all-in-focus image. Finally, we do self-comparison to
evaluate effects of modules including Des-ResNet and Input
Extraction for BEF-CNN on final all-in-focus performance.

1) DEPTHMAP COMPARISON

In this section, we compare our depthmap generated by
Des-ResNet with that of [14] and our previous confer-
ence paper [16], whose structural edges are extracted with
K-means.
The comparisons of depthmap as well as structural edge

extraction on dataset ‘dishes’ are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(b)
and Fig. 7(c) show structural edges extracted from the same
input of source points with our proposed Des-ResNet and
K-means method respectively. K-means method iteratively
updates clustering centers based on depth-edge feature oper-
ator for each source point and the classification result is
influenced by depth distribution in one single image. For
example, ‘dishes’ has some structural edges with large
depth discontinuity in estimated depthmap, other structural
edges with slight depth discontinuity would not be classified

correctly. That is why K-means shown in Fig. 7(c) misses
many true structural edges. The learning-based method in
this paper, whose result is shown in 7(b), is more robust to
intensity of depth discontinuity at structural edges and finds
more true structural edges. So the depthmap generated in
this paper shown in Fig. 7(d) is also better than K-means-
based method shown in Fig. 1 because the depthmap keeps
sharpness at structural edges while behaving smoothness at
texture edges at the same time.

2) BLURRING-EFFECT-FREE WITH BEF-CNN

In this section, we show the advantage of our BEF-CNN to
remove blurring-effects of structural edges.
In Fig. 8, we compare our method with the pixel-to-

pixel all-in-focus fusion based on groundtruth depthmap.
We also show the comparisons of visual performance of
dataset ‘platonic’ in Fig. 9. Even though the groundtruth
depthmap has accurate depth values, the sharp depth bound-
aries cause serious blurring effects at structural edges, which
is shown in Fig. 9(c). Our BEF-CNN produces blurring-
effect-free patches and has higher fusion accuracy in most

FIGURE 8. Advantage of our BEF-CNN: all-in-focus performance
compared with pixel-by-pixel fusion based on depthmap groundtruth.
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FIGURE 9. All-in-focus image comparison with pixel-to-pixel fusion with groundtruth depthmap. Our method removes
blurring-effects produced near structural edges (a) groundtruth (b) our blurring-effect-free image (c) pixel-to-pixel fusion
with depthmap groundtruth.

of the datasets. Therefore, our BEF-CNN validly remove
blurring effects and improve all-in-focus performance.

3) SELF-COMPARISON

In this section, we evaluate the effects of modules includ-
ing Des-ResNet and Input Extraction for BEF-CNN in
Section IV-B1 on the final all-in-focus performance.We show
averaged PSNR as well as area ratio of structural edges with
different modules in Table 3. From this table, Des-ResNet
extracts more structural edges and improves the averaged
PSNR by nearly 0.2dB. It proves our proposed Des-ResNet’s

TABLE 3. Area ratio and PSNR (dB) of methods with different modules.

validity of structural edges extraction and all-in-focus fusion.
Input Extraction of Section IV-B1 is designed to reserve sharp
texture in BEF-CNN’s input patches as many as possible.
Although it does not affect structural edge extraction, it also
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improves the all-in-focus performance and raises the PSNR
up to 38.63dB. This proves that Input Extraction indeed
refines the performance of BEF-CNN.

E. DISCUSSION

Our method is based on the assumption that the focal stack
is densely-captured and has plenty of images. The density
is optimal if union depth of fields of all images cover the
depth range of scene’s objects. When the scene’s depth range
is F and FOV of each image is F0, the minimum optimal
number of images in focal stack is F

F0
. If focal stack does

not contain enough images, some objects are not focused
in all images and all-in-focus performance would degrade.
Therefore, in the future, we would focus on how to combine
all-in-focus fusion with focal stack capturing to maintain all-
in-focus performance when focal stack does not have enough
images.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a novel all-in-focus fusion method
based on Des-ResNet and BEF-CNN. Firstly, we utilize a
two-layer Des-ResNet to extract structural edges and esti-
mate accurate depthmap. Secondly, we propose BEF-CNN
to remove blurring-effects on structural edges and improve
all-in-focus image fusion accuracy. Experimental presents
that our method behaves much better than state-of-the-art
methods.
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